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Note that like PZ, the P in Theorem 7  is effective for PI 
infinite C, only if C is an  effective set. Note also that in the 
set used to show that a(c,P) < 1  C( - 1  is the best possible, 151  
al though ICI - 1  accesses are required by P to find each 
c of size ICI = ICI - 1, it is not the I Cl - 1  addresses in 161 
D(c) that are accessed, in general. Thus P3 finds c3 in two 
accesses, but the two accesses are never both in D(c3). 171  
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An Achievable Rate Region for the Broadcast 
Channel 

THOMAS M . COVER, FELLOW, IEEE 

Abstract-Let p( yl, y2  1  X) denote a  discrete memoryless channel  with 
a  single source X and  two independent  receivers YI and  Y2. W e  exhibit 
an  achievable region of rates (R11,R12,R22) at which independent  in- 
formation can be  sent, respectively, to receiver 1, to both receivers 1  and  
2, and  to receiver 2. The  achievability of the region is shown by using a  
version of the asymptotic equipartit ion property involving many  simul- 
taneous “typicality” constraints. These results immediately general ize to 
yield an  achievable rate region for the m-sender  n-receiver channel  in 
terms of s tandard mutual information quantities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

W  ‘E SHALL define a  two-receiver memoryless broad- 
cast channel, denoted by (X, p(yl, y2 I x), Y1 x Y2) 

or by p(yl, y2 I x), to consist of three finite sets X,Y1,Y2 
and  a  collection of probability distributions p( l , l  I X) on  
Y1 x Y2, one  for each x E X. The  interpretation is that x 
is an  input to the channel  and  y1 and  y, are the respective 
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Fig. 1. Broadcast channel.  

outputs at receiver terminals 1  and  2  as shown in F ig. 1. 
The  problem is to communicate simultaneously with 
receivers 1  and  2  as efficiently as possible. 

This problem was posed in [l], and  a  sequence of con- 
tributions to the solution has appeared in [2]-[9]. The  
achievable region B! in this paper  coincides with the capacity 
region in the special case of the degraded broadcast channel  
[3]. The  results here are closely related to those of [S], [9]. 
The  independent contribution [S] contains a  statement of 
the achievability of the region 8  treated in this paper  and  
outlines a  proof based on  results in [9]. 

The  nth extension for a  broadcast channel  is the broad- 
cast channel  

(C P(Y1, Y2 I 49 rl” x Y2? (1) 
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wlme P(Y19 Y2 I x> = I-I;=, p(ylj, yzj 1 xj), for x E X”, with 

Yl E Yl”, Y2 E Y2n* Ml1 > 2nR11 
An ((A4 1,M22,M12),n) code for a  broadcast channel  

consists of three sets of integers M,, > 2nR12 

M,, > 2nR22 

4 12= ,9** u  2  l ,M12) 
A? 22= 99** 11 2  l  a221 

an encoding function 

x: Al1 x 4, x A& -+ X” 

such that P,(e) < e. 
Comment: Note that the total number  A4 = A+&1M,,M,, 

(2) of codewords for a  code satisfying (9) must exceed 
2Wb  +&2+&d . 

Definition : The  capacity region g* for a  broadcast 
(3) channel  is the set of all achievable rates (R,,,R,2,R22). 

and  two decoding functions 

91: Yl” +  J&l x 42; Lh(Y,) = (94 

The  goal of this paper  is to determine an  achievable 
region 9  and  thus bound  J%* below by 9  c 9”. 

Comment: The  extension of the definition of the broad- 

92: y2n +  A,, x 7422; g2(y2) =  (b (41 cast channel  from two receivers to k receivers is notationally 
cumbersome but straightforward given the following 

The  set {x(j,k,Z) I (j,k,Z) E All x Ai2 x d22)  is called 
the set of codewords. As illustrated in F ig. 1, we think 
of integers j and  I as being arbitrarily chosen by the trans- 
m itter to be  sent to receivers 1  and  2, respectively. The  
integer k is also chosen by the transmitter and  is intended 
to be  received by both receivers. Thus k is the “common” 
part of the message, andj and  2  are the “independent” parts 
of the message. 

comment.  The  index sets &,J412,M22 are replaced by 
2k - 1 index sets I(e), 8  E {O,l}k, 8  #  0, with the inter- 
pretation that the integer i(0) selected in index set I(0) = 
-3 2  l  l  l  ,mo~ 

is intended (by the proper code selection) 
to’ be  received correctly by every receiver j for which 
8 . = 1  in 8 = (e1,e2,.  l  . ,&). Then,  for example, the rate 
of transmission over the nth extension of a  broadcast 
channel  to the ith receiver will be  given by 

If the message (j,k,Z) is sent, let 1 1 

4uw = pr h(Yl) # u,w or 92(y2) # (kl)~ (5) 
R, = t log n M(e) = i c log M(e). (10) 

n e yyk n &=l 
.= a 

denote the probability of error, where we note that Y,, Y2 
are the only chance variables in the preceding expression. In the two-receiver broadcast channel, the corresponding 
We  define the average probability of error of the code as sets in the new notation are M l2 = I( 1, l), 1M, 1  = I( l,O), 

M22 = 1(0,1). 

P(e) = P,(e) = i!i M  F, n(~M) 
j, 9  

(6) II. ACHIEVABLE REGION 9  

where In this section we shall exhibit an  achievable 9. We  

.M = &M,,Jfl,* (7) 
shall prove the achievability of 9  in Section IV. F irst we 
shall define three auxiliary random variables U,R, v taking 

This probability of error is calculated under  a  special values in finite sets % ,B,K Let X: 4% x B? x v + %  
distribution, name ly, the uniform distribution over the denote an  arbitrary mapp ing of the auxiliary random 
codewords. variables into the input alphabet. The  picture we have in 

We  shall define the rate (Rll,R,,,R,,) of an  ((A41l,M12, m ind is given in F ig. 2. 
M22),n) code by For each assignment of probability distributions 

R 1 p(u),p(r),p(u) and mapp ing function x(e), we associate the 
11 = -l%Mll n joint probability distribution function 

, 
1 PkWY1,Yz) (11) 

R 12 = L log Ml2 
n 

R 1 
22 = 1% Mz2 - 

n 
(8) 

Mutual information quantities like 

all defined in bits per transmission. Thus Rii is the rate of 
transmission of independent information to receiver i, for 

are defined in the usual way . 
Define i= 1,2, and  RI2 is the portion of the information common 

to both receivers. I =  &,I,, l  l  l  945)  

Definition: The  rate (Rll,R12,R22) is said to be  achievable 
= by a  broadcast channel  if, for any E > 0  and  for all n MU ;R, mw ;K Y,),m; u, Yd, 

sufficiently large, there exists an  ((M, 1,M12,M22),n) code I(R;V,Y,),I(U,R;Y,),I(V,R;Y,)). 

(12) 

(13) 
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Fig. 2. Auxiliary random variables. 

Let S denote the set of all I E R6 generated by  all assign- 

ments of p(u),p(r),p(v),x( l ) Let C,(9) denote the convex 
hull of 5  Let R(I) denote the set of all (Rll&&) E R3 
satisfying the six inequalities 

R(I) . . 41  < 4  

R22 < Iz 

Rl2 < 13 

42 < 14 

41 + 42 < I, 

R12 + R22 < 16a 

Theorem 1: The  region 

a= 
I E P(3) R(z) 0 

is achievable. 

We  can express the capacity region in another form. 
Observe that an  arbitrary point I on  the boundary of Co(#) 
can always be  expressed as the convex combination of no  
more than six (extreme) points of A Let 

Z  = i p(q(i))Zq(i)9 Zq(i) E 3  (16) i= 1 

be the desired convex combination, where qti) = (p(u 1  &‘)), 
~(r 1  #‘)),p(u 1  #i)),~(* 1  #‘))) is an  element in the set of all 
assignments (p,x()) and  Zqti, is the vector of mutual 
informations induced by this assignment. Let Q  denote a  
random variable with Pr {Q = 4”‘) = p(q(i)),p(q(i)) > 0, 
i = 1,2,-• 96, c P(p) = 1. It then follows from inspection 
of the definition of mutual information that, for example, 

i$ P(~(~)&OCR,Y~ = WJ;R,Y, I Qb (17) 
1 

Thus 9  can be  expressed as follows. 

Theorem 1’: 9? is the union of all (R,,,R,2,R22) E R3 
satisfying the inequalities 

R,, < WC R Yi I Q> 
R,, < W; R  Y2 I Q> 
42 < WC u, F , I Q> 
4, < W C  K Y2 I e> 

R,, + 42 < WJ, R; Ft 1 Q> \ 

4, + R22 < W  R; Y-2 I Q> (18) 

where the union is over all random variables Q  such that Q  
takes on  no  more than six values in the set of all assign- 
ments (p,x( 0)). This is the same region as in Theorem 1. 

The  following conjecture is a  result more of wishful 
thinking than of soundly based intuition. If true, this 
conjecture would substantially reduce the computation 
necessary to compute 9. 

Conjecture : The  set of achievable rates in Theorem 1  
is unchanged if the alphabet sizes of the auxiliary random 
variables are restricted to %  = 9?  = V = (0, 1, 2, l  l  l  , 
m - l>, m  = IW, and if the mapp ing function x(e) is 
given by 

x = u  + Y + u(mod l%l). (19 

III. JOINTLY TYPICAL SEQUENCES 

Before proceeding with the proof, we shall define a  
simultaneous asymptotic equipartition property. This will 
allow us to decode messages at the receiver by simply 
checking to see which of the possible input messages is 
jointly “typical” with the received output. If there is one  
and  only one  such candidate, we shall declare this to be  the 
message. 

Let - {x(l) Xt2) . . . 
9 9 ,X@‘) denote a  finite collection of 

discrete random variables with some fixed joint distribution 
p(x(l) +I . . . ,x(~)). Let S denote an  ordered subset of 
these ;andom variables and  consider n independent copies 
of S. Thus, 

Pr {S = S} = fi Pr (Si = Si}. i= 1 
(20) 

For example, if S = (X(i),X(k)), then 

Pr {S = S} = pr {(X(j),X(k)) = (J+J(~))} 

= fi p(Xi(Q(k)). 
i = 1 

We know by the law of 
S of random variables 

large numbers that for a  given subset 

1  - - log p(S,,S,, l  l  l  ,S,) = - i log p(Si) + H(S) (22)’ 
n i= 1 

with probability one. This convergence takes place simul- 
taneously with probability one  for all 2k subsets 

s c {p),x(2), l  l  l  ,pk’}. 

(23) 

Definition : The  set A, of jointly e-typical n-seauences A (xo,x(2) . . . 9 ,x(~)) is defined by 

A,(X 
(1) x(2) 

, , l  l  . ,XCk’) 

= 
l 
(x(ly) . . . 9  ,dk)) E (e%-‘l’)” 

x (z-c2’)” x l  ’ l  ($&(“‘-y l  . - f log p(s) 
n 

vs c {p,x(2), l  l  l  ,x’k’} 

I 
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where s denotes the ordered set of sequences in {x(l), l  l  l  ,x(~)} The unconditional version of the following lemma has been 
corresponding to S. Let A,(S) denote the restriction of observed and proved by Forney [lo] as crucial in giving 
A, to the coordinates corresponding to S. the natural proof of Shannon’s second theorem. This 

Thus, for example, lemma has also been independently used by the author on 

A (X(1’ X(Q) source compression for dependent ergo&c sources [ 111. . & 9 Lemma 2: Let 

(W,Z,Q> - fJ dwiJi9qi) 
i= 1 

1 - - log p(x”‘) - H(X”‘)I < E, and 
I n I 

1 - - log p(x’“‘) - H(XC2’) < E . 
n I 1 

(w’9z’9Q) - fi P(wi I 4i)P(zi I 4i)P(4i) 
(2% 

i= 1 

as in the preceding. Then, for n such that Pr {A,} > 1 - e, 
The following is a version of the asymptotic equipartition 

property involving simultaneous constraints. (Compare with 
Forney [lo].) 

Lemma 1: For any E > 0, there exists an integer n such 
that A,(S) satisfies 

(1 - 42 -n(l(W;ZIQ)+ 7~) 
< Pr (WV’,Q> E A,WJ,Q)} 
5 pWJCZIQ)- 78) . (33) 

Proof: From the corollary, (w,z,q) E A,(W,Z,Q) implies 

i) Pr (A,(S)} > 1 - e, vs c {P’, l  l  l ,Pk’} 2-n(H(WIQ)+H(ZIQ)+H(Q)+6&) < p(w 1 q)p(z 1 4)p(4) - 
< 2-n(H(WlQ)+H(ZIQ)+H(Q)-6&) - 

ii) s E A,(S) * 
1 

- - log p(s) - H(S) < e (34) n 
and 

iii) (1 - E)2WW - 8) 5 1 A,(S)I < 2WW) +e). (26) 
2-n(H(W,Z,Q)+e) 

Proof: Part i) follows from the convergence of the 
< p(w,z,q) < 2-n(H(w9Z9Q)-e). (35) - 

random variables in the definition of A,(S). Part ii) follows Observe that 
immediately from the definition of A,(S) in (24). Part iii) H(W 1 Q) + H(~ I Q) + H(Q) - H(~ z Q) 9 ? 
follows from 

= H(WI Q> + WZI Q> - HW,A Q> 
(ii) 

1 > c p(s) > c 2-n(H(S) 
s E As(S) AAS) 

(1 - E) 5 c P(s) 5 
s E A,(S) 

+ 4 = ~~,(s)l2-n~H’S~+~), = I(W ; Z 1 Q). (36) 
(27) Consequently, 

P(WWP -n(I(W;ZjQ) + 78) 5 PM I 4Md 4M4) 
- n(H(S) -E) A,(S) 12 l  (28) 

< Pbw?)2 
-n(I(W;ZIQ)- 7~) . - (37) 

Corollary; If (w,z) E A,(W,Z), then Now summing the terms in the preceding equation over A,, 
2-n(H(WIZ)+2e) < p(w 1 Z) < 2-“wwIm-2~)~ 

- (2% 

Proof: (w,z) E: A,( W,Z) implies 
2-WW,Z)+@ < p(w,z> < pH(W9z)-E) (30) 

and 
2-n(H(Z)+&) < p(z) < 2-“(H(Z)-8). - - (31) 

The corollary follows from p(w I z) = p(w,z)/p(z). 
We shall need to know the probability that conditionally 

independent sequences are jointly typical. Let the discrete 
random variables W,Z,Q have joint distribution p(w,z,q). 
Let W ’,Z’ be conditionally independent given Q, with the 

< 2-nUW;ZIQ)- 78) . - (38) 
d 

Q.E.D. 

IV. ACHIEVABILITY OF 9 

margin&s 

4) = c P(w,W)lP(d 
Z 

4) = c P(WwI YP(4 )* 
W  

For any I E C&Y), we shall show how to achieve any 
rate (Rll,R12,R22) satisfying the six inequalities in (18). 
Consider a given assignment p(u I q), p(r I q), p(u I q), 
x(* I q), p(q), 4 E {&1),q(2), l  l  l  ,q(@} and the associated (32) 
ZE Co(#) given in (17). 

(1 - El2 -n(l(W;ZIQ)+ 7~) 5x2 -n(I(W;ZIQ) + 7~) P(W94) 
A, 

2 c P(W I 4)P(Z I 4)P(4) 
A, 

= Pr {W’ZQ) E MWAQ)} 
< 2-NW;ZIQ) - 78) - c P(W,z,q) 

A3 
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Random Encoding for Theorem I’ for Yl given (J,K,L) = (l,l,l)), thus implying that (j,k) 
F irst, generate a  sequence of n independent identically are candidates for the decoded message g( Y1). Similarly, let 

distributed (i.i.d.) random variables Q  = (Ql,Q2, l  l  l  ,Q,). E(k,Z,2) denote the event (R(k),V(E),Y,,Q) E A,(R,I/,Y,,Q), 

Here Q  = 4  plays the role of a  time-sharing parameter that where A, is defined under  the conditional measure for Y2, 
at each time  k informs the transmitter and  both receivers given (J,K,L) = (l,l,l). 
that the mode  of operation is Qk = qk9 where & is one  of Now 
the six modes  in {q(l) qcz) . l  l  ,q(@} Condit ioned on  7  9  . 
Q  = 4, generate 2nR11 random n-sequences of random 

E”(l,l,l) u  E”(1,1,2) u  W ,k 1) 

variables drawn according to p(u I q), 2nR12 random n- 
sequences of random variables drawn according to p(r I q), 
and 2nR22 random n-sequences of random variables drawn 
according to p(v I 4). Index the strings by j = 1,2, l  . l  ,2nR1 l, 
k = 1,2, l  l  l  ,2nR12, and  I = 1,2, l  l  l  ,2nR22, respectively. Thus, 
for example, the jth n-sequence (word) u(j) has probability 

n 

u W)fU,l) 
5  Pr (E’(l,l,l)} + 

+ c a  {E(j,l 
j#l 

Pr (u(j) = u(j) I Q  = 4) = n P(Ui(j) I qd* (39) i= 1 

Also, U( j),R(k), V(Z),Vj,k,Z, are conditionally independent 
given Q . 

To  each (j,k,l) there corresponds a  triple of n-sequences 
(u(j),v(k),v(Z)), and the codeword 

where 

x,O’AO = x(u,(j), r,(k), u,(O I qm). (41) 

The  code book consists of the M  n-sequences x(j,k,l), 
0 E 41 x 42 x A22. 

Decoding Rule 

Both receivers know 4. If y1 is received, declare (3,ff) = 
(j,k) was sent if there is one  and  only one  pair (j,k) E 
41 x 42 such that WhWyl,d E A,(U,KY,,Q), 
i.e., if there is only one  input pair (j,k) that is jointly typical 
with the output. If y2 is received, declare &a) = (k,l) 
was sent if there is one  and  only one  pair (k,l) such that 
WM09~24)  E A,(RKY,,Q). 

Proof of Achievability of 9: Let J,K,L be independent 
random variables drawn according to uniform distributions 
on 41,~12,~22, respectively. Let the code be  chosen 
randomly according to the encoding description. Then  the 
probability of error (over J,K,L and the random code) is 
given by 

P(e) = Pr ((3,R) #  (J,K) or (f, E) #  (K,L)}. (42) 

By the symmetry induced by the random coding, we see 
that each transmitted message (j,k,l) yields the same 
probability of error. Thus setting (j,k,E) = (l,l, l), we have 
precisely 

P(e) = Pr ((3,R) #  (1,l) or (8J) #  (1,l)). (43) 

Let E(j,k,l) denote the event (U(j),R(k),Y,,Q) e 
A,(U,R,Y,,Q). This is the event that (U(j),R(k),Y,,Q) is 
jointly e-typical (as calculated under  the conditional measure 

Pr (E’(1,1,2)) + c p r {mw} 
kfl 

‘WA} l)} + c I pr {E 
jkf: 

+ c p r {E(k,~,2)}. W )+UJ) 
The  first two terms correspond to the event that the correct 
codeword does not fall in the decoding set. The  last terms 
correspond to the event that some incorrect codeword 
falls in the decoding set. 

Choosing n sufficiently large that 

Pr (A,(U,R,V,Y,,Y,)} > 1 - e  (4% 

we see from Lemma 1  that 

Pr (E”(l,l,l)} < e, Pr (E”(1,1,2)} < e. (46) 
Consider the event E(j,l,l). We  observe, for j #  1, 

k = 1, that U(j) is conditionally independent of (R(l), Y,) 
given Q . Also, the distribution of U(j) given Q  is the same 
as that of U(1) given Q . Thus Lemma 2  applies with the 
substitution U(j) = IV and  (R(l), Yl) = Z’ in (33). That 
is, for j #  1, 

Pr (WJJ)} = Pr ((W ),RU)A,e> E A,(W U ’l,Q)} 
< 2-nWJ;W’dQ)-7~) 

l  - (47) 

Consequently, 
Mri 
C pr {E(j,l,l)) < 2-n(I(U;R,YlIQ)-R11-7&). (48) 

j=l 

Therefore, this term can be  made  less than e  for 

R,, < I(U;R,Y, 1 Q) - 7~ - 1  log 1. (49) 
n & 

Thus this term + 0  as n + w if 

R,, < W ; K Yl I Q>. (50) 
This is the first condition in Theorem 1’. 

Similarly, applying Lemma 2  for the terms 

E(l,k,l) with W ’ZQ) = VW),(U(W ’,),Q> 
EW, 1) with (KC Q) = CC U(j),R(k)), Y1, Q> 
W ,W with (w’,Z’,Q> = W k ),(V(1),Y,),Q> 
E(W) with W ’,Z’,Q> = W M J W ,Y,),Q> 
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and 

W,1,2) with (WY, Q> = ((R(k), W)), Y2, Q) (5 1) 
for j # 1, k # 1, I # 1, we find (first letting n + 00, then 
E + 0) that P,(e) + 0 whenever the conditions of Theorem 
1’ are satisfied. 

Finally, if H,(e) < E, there must exist at least one 
((Mll,.M2,,M12),n) code with Pn(e) < e. Thus pn(e) + 0 
implies that there exists a sequence of ((M,,,M,,,M,,),n) 
codes with P,(e) + 0, for any (Rll,R12,R22) & 8. Q.E.D. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is clear from the information-theoretic form of the rate 
region in Theorem 1’ that extension to multiple receivers 
will lead to a capacity region of the same form. However, 
it is not yet known whether % ! is the true capacity region. 
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Decoding for Channels with Insertions, Deletions, 
and Substitutions with Applications 

to Speech Recognition 
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Abstract-A model for channels in which an input sequence can pro- 
duce output sequences of varying length is described. An efficient com- 
putational procedure for calculating Pr {Y 1 X} is devised, where 
X = x1,x2,’ l  l ,xM and Y = yl,y2,.* l ,yN are the input and output 
of the channel. A stack decoding algorithm for decoding on such channels 
is presented. The appropriate likelihood function is derived. Channels 
with memory are considered. Some applications to speech and character 
recognition are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

S OME OF THE phenomena encountered in the recog- 
nition of speech by machine can be modeled as the 

transmission of information through a noisy channel that 
allows substitution, insertion, and deletion errors. Most 
speech recognition processes include a segmentation stage 
followed by a classificati on stage. In the segmentation stage, 
the acoustic waveform is segmented into units corresponding 
to a single sound. The segments 
depending on the duration of each 

are of 
sound. 

varying lengths 
If the segmenta- 

tion process is not perfect, some sounds may be completely 
m issed, which produces deletion errors. The segmenter 
may also insert extra segment boundaries, which produces 


